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Project name: Nean
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Style: Noka Series 40 6th edition icons style
Site: https://www.neansoft.com
Date: 09.11.2019
Author: S-n Amil (developer)
Description: This logo was designed by S-n Amil for NEAN (neansoft.com). The logo (or icon) is
designed to be used as a favicon in the browser for the website, mainly as a logo, as an icon for
future applications and for all future projects. All Rights Reserved !!!
NEAN – It shares software updates, technology-related confidential information, science (data),
electronics (circuits), computer applications, mobile device applications, and other up-to-date
information, and shares all relevant lectures and books with you. For this reason, the "technology"
style has been chosen as the most appropriate logo for NEAN.
“NEAN” word was written in capital letters using the advanced Audiwide font. The icon was
inspired by Nokia. This icon is designed by modifying and editing the Applications icon of Nokia
Series 40 6th Edition (2009-2011). This icon is both an application file icon in the Symbian
operating system and the icon for Java applications on the Nokia S40 phones. So this is an icon
type designed for .sis .jar .jad file types.

Nokia S40 (Symbian) app original icon (43x43):
We have created this icon similar to the with "vector" graphic on the computer with the AAA logo
software. Because, you need to make changes to this icon at a later stage. Similar icon in the
vector graphic:

This icon is rotated 10 degrees to the right (clockwise)

Then we split the icon into 4 parts and created an icon for NEAN. These four particles resemble a
rhombic geometric figure. And one of them (the first one) is designed in dark blue (or sky blue),
and the other three are in gray.

The NEAN word was then written using the audiowide font, and the previous icon was placed to
the right of this post. The NEAN logo finally appeared)))

In addition, the NEAN logo was re-engineered with Adobe Illustrator CS6 software on the
computer , and the distance, lengths, sizes and colors were reviewed again.

NOTE: A special thanks to graphic designer Orkhan Ahmedli for correcting the distance between
the logo (see: oorkdi.com Orkhan Ahmadli).There is also a different design of the logo:

ABOUT ICON
The NEAN icon consists of 4 parts. These four particles resemble a rhombic geometric figure. And
one of them (the first one) is designed in dark blue (or sky blue), and the other three are in gray.
The word for the logo (NEAN) is the light blue (sky blue).
The gray color here refers to the Gray Wolf, a symbol of the Turkic nation (ceremony, root). The
blue (or sky blue) color represents the person of Turkish origin. The four (4) components similar
to the rhombic geometric figure in the logo are reminiscent of the rhombic pattern which means
homeland in national "pakhlava" and national carpets of Azerbaijan. We have this pattern on our
national carpets
NOTE: This logo does not carry any Subliminal (subconscious)! The icon in the logo has no
confidential, mysterious, religious (or "devilish") or other hidden meaning!

ANY LOGO SIMILAR
We tested this logo at https://imgops.com/ to see if there were any similar (or same) logos to this
logo. Also reviewed on image search sites "Images Google Search, Bing, Yandex, Tineye, Reddit,
Sogou" and no results were found on date 09.11.2019.
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